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A Bibliography of Printed Foreign Accounts of the Lower Dnieper, 1487-1600
Though written descriptions of foreign governments seem natural to us, they were a novelty in the later fifteenth century when the first descriptions of the Dnieper appeared. 3 Among medieval genres, we find none dedicated to the ethnographic description of foreign states. State-description as an organized cultural practice finds its origins in three late-fifteenth and early sixteenth-century phenomena: the rise of the early modern diplomatic system, which encouraged the collection of foreign reconnaissance; the explosion of print, which made it possible to disseminate data about parts foreign; and, finally, the emergence of a class of readers interested in the ethnography of foreign peoples and governments. Since the chronology of the formation of state-descriptive discourse is well outside the scope of this essay, suffice it to say that by the mid-sixteenth century statedescription constituted a discrete cultural arena comprising several genres: the state-descriptive monograph (a work offering a synoptic view of a state); the cosmography (a work printing several reduced synoptic views under one cover); the compendium (a work republishing several state-descriptions under one cover); and the narrative relation ("news" or "historical" works offering narrative information about states). State-descriptive information had several distinctive features. It was putatively non-fiction: authors writing in this vein understood themselves to be describing, not inventing (though in fact they did much of the latter). It was by and large public: state-descriptive information was not generally part of personal correspondence, though there are exceptions, particularly in the earliest period of the discourse. Finally, state-description was political in a particular sense: the object of discussion was almost always the structure of states, resources of rule, and the activities of the powerful.
The present bibliography describes the entry of the lower Dnieper into the purview of printed state-description. Included are works sharing three characteristics: a. They were printed between 1450 -the earliest beginnings of state-description -and 1600 -the time at which descriptions of the Dnieper cossacks are commonly found in all the branches of state-description. b. They include some reference to the lower Dnieper, the traditional locus of Zaporozhian power. c. They refer to "Rus'ians," "Ruthenians," "Cherkassians," or "Cossacks" -populations living along the lower Dnieper not likely to be Polish, Muscovite, or Tatar.
Entries are formatted as follows. Items are arranged according to the year in which they were first printed ("date + p", i.e., "year of publication"). The date of drafting is also offered where available ("date + w", i.e., "year(s) of writing"). Drafting dates are approximate in two senses. First, even where a more exact date is available in an account, only the year has been provided. Second, though some effort has been expended to date undated sources, the estimates below could easily be wide of the mark by several years. If more exact information is necessary, the provided date should be checked in the original and in secondary treatments. After the dates of printing and drafting, the author's name (with vital dates, nationality, and occupation, where known), original title, place, and date of the original edition are given. Following this, the genre of the work is given. Finally, each entry indicates whether the item is noted in the three existing treatments of early foreign accounts of "Ukraine." ("Sbornik," "Sichyns'kyi," or "Boriak" A total of thirty-eight printed accounts are listed here, twenty-two of which were not catalogued by Sbornik, Sichyns'kyi, or Boriak.
The list is not complete: one item cited by Sichyns'kyi has been omitted because it was not available at the time of writing 43 ; and four further printed items which likely contain information about the lower Dnieper were similarly omitted due to unavailability. 44 Furthermore, though many sixteenth-century accounts were investigated that turned out to contain no relevant information, surely some works which relate significant material were missed. Later research will certainly reveal new accounts to add to the list. Let us now turn to the content of the printed accounts, and the emergence of the Dnieper cossacks within them.
The Appearance of the Dnieper Cossacks in Printed State-Description
A content analysis of the thirty-eight printed accounts mentioning the lower Dnieper and its inhabitants clearly reflects both the rise of Zaporozhian cossacks and the growth of Western awareness of them over the course of the sixteenth century. Table 1 below indicates characteristics of printed descriptions of the lower Dnieper. The characteristics are as follows: The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from this table is that beginning in the last quarter of the century, mention of the cossacks as such became a regular part of new printed accounts of the lower Dnieper. This corresponds neatly with what we know from other sources about the rise of the Zaporozhian Sich and its entry into eastern European politics, for it was only in the last decades of the century that the cossacks became a powerful force demanding attention from the Ottomans, the Commonwealth, Muscovy, and the Papacy, as this brief chronology indicates. Having said this, we should not imagine that Western knowledge of the cossacks was widespread, for all that table 1 demonstrates is that more exact descriptions of the lower Dnieper were available in the last decades of the sixteenth century. A
closer look at the data shows that information about the cossacks, though becoming more exact and more accessible, was quite limited throughout the century and even in its last quarter. The number of works containing descriptions of the lower Dnieper (if not explicit mentions of "cossacks") increases over the century. If we turn to reprints of texts containing Dnieper accounts (see "Sixteenth-Century Printings" in Table 1 It should be stressed that these figures are only approximate: both totals will expand as new texts are discovered and investigated.
Yet even granting this, it seems clear that the Western press paid relatively little attention to the lower Dnieper.
Moreover, though descriptions of the Dnieper's inhabitants became more defined as the century passed, they remained quite indistinct throughout it. This is indicated by the fact that all descriptions of the cossacks, even most detailed, appear en passant. In the sixteenth century there were no discrete descriptive monographs concerning the lower Dnieper cossacks; no cosmography devoted a separate chapter to them; no narratives were dedicated solely to their activities. They are described only in works and sections of works devoted to other subjects, as we see in Table 5 . 45 The figures on printed Moscovitica are drawn from Poe, Foreign Descriptions of Muscovy. 1517, 1519, 1520, 1530, 1530, 1544, 1570, 1586, 1595 (9) Muscovy: 1525, 1526, 1543, 1549, 1554, 1586, 1591, 1600 (8) Discoveries : 1532 -55, 1550 -59, 1555 (3) Poland: 1518 , 1555 , 1573 , 1577 , 1582 , 1584 , 1584 , 1585 , 1591 , 1597 (10) Lithuania: 1575 , 1578 , 1585 , 1589 Tataria:
1595 (1) Most writers over the entire period recognized that the lower Dnieper was located in the southern part of "Russia," and that this part of "Russia" was under the administrative control of Poland and/or Lithuania. Only toward the end of the century do we receive any hint that the cossacks were an independent territorial power, and, as such, deserved separate treatment in state- 1487, 1525, 1543, 1543, 1550, 1586, 1591 (7) Polish: 1517 , 1518 , 1555 , 1577 , 1578 , 1582 , 1584 , 1584 , 1585 , 1595 , 1597 (11) German: 1519 , 1520 , 1526 , 1530 , 1530 , 1532 , 1543 , 1544 , 1549 , 1570 , 1585 , 1586 , 1595 , 1600 English: 1554, 1555, 1589, 1591 (4) French: 1573, 1575 (2) If we analyze the place of publication of first editions, we see a similar, if a bit more dispersed, pattern: the vast majority of lower Dnieper accounts were printed in central and eastern Europe. Table 7 demonstrates this:
Conclusion
Though it is clear from the writings of foreigners such as Herberstein that cossack bands were active in the lower Dnieper region in the first half of the sixteenth century, their existence remained unknown to all but the best informed eastern European statesmen until the last quarter of the century. Even the likes of Sebastian Münster, whose massive cosmography of 1544 described the whole of the known world, and who had read Miechowita, was able to ignore completely the cossacks in his description of the lower Dnieper. 46 As the cossacks grew in power, they drew the attention of the great states involved in steppe affairs. This in turn raised the profile of the cossacks in Western printed state-description, and beginning in the 1570s we begin to see the cossacks mentioned with increasing frequency in foreign descriptions of the lower Dnieper. However, even near the end of the century the place of the cossacks among the peoples of the steppe was not universally acknowledged or accepted. François 
